Many biological questions require reasoning with structure and function. We have begun by developing representations for structures which can be extended in a symmetric manner to functions. Each structure is represented as an arrangement of functional groups in a layered grammar. Expressing the function of these groups will then be equivalent to forming the antigerund of a noun. We illustrate these points with a biochemical example. Understanding any biological system, from a single enzyme to an ecosystem, means one can explicitly delineate the relationships between structure (the \it") and function (the \do"). Because the relationships between structure and function are complex, knowledge of one clari es our ideas about the other. The Human Genome Project illustrates this well. Its motive is not determining DNA sequence, but elucidating the phenomenon of Homo sapiens in molecular terms. This requires a clear understanding of the encoded biochemical and physiological mechanisms as well as the genotype. The number and complexity of the pieces means understanding the whole will require automated assistance in formulating and testing hypotheses, not just information management. Even bacteria encompass so much that comprehending physiology in molecular terms requires computational help. Existing biological databases have concentrated on the representation of the static aspects of structures. Functional information is either absent or buried in textual comments, inaccessible to programs without complicated parsing. This emphasis on structure over function is partly historical, since the rst large volumes of biological data were structural { three-dimensional protein structures and DNA sequences.
Function and Structure in Biology Biology boils down to two questions: what is it? what does it do?
Understanding any biological system, from a single enzyme to an ecosystem, means one can explicitly delineate the relationships between structure (the \it") and function (the \do"). Because the relationships between structure and function are complex, knowledge of one clari es our ideas about the other. The Human Genome Project illustrates this well. Its motive is not determining DNA sequence, but elucidating the phenomenon of Homo sapiens in molecular terms. This requires a clear understanding of the encoded biochemical and physiological mechanisms as well as the genotype. The number and complexity of the pieces means understanding the whole will require automated assistance in formulating and testing hypotheses, not just information management. Even bacteria encompass so much that comprehending physiology in molecular terms requires computational help. Existing biological databases have concentrated on the representation of the static aspects of structures. Functional information is either absent or buried in textual comments, inaccessible to programs without complicated parsing. This emphasis on structure over function is partly historical, since the rst large volumes of biological data were structural { three-dimensional protein structures and DNA sequences.
But it also re ects a deeper problem. Structure seems easy to represent because it is essentially descriptive, and database technology arose from e orts to capture descriptive information (\protein X has an ala-gly-ala motif"). Representing function is more di cult because the language humans use is animative (\protein X phosphorylates protein Y ") 2 . To complicate matters further, there are di erent dialects of animative language. The best codi ed is that capturing dynamics using mathematical equations. This dialect is limited by mathematical intractability, computational complexity, insu cient numerical data, and the human problem of comprehending so much data. Thus the dynamics of large reaction ensembles are elusive. Another dialect is the mechanistic language sketched: which groups in what molecules do what, or which mutation produces a surfeit of a metabolite. These are expressed with a verbal shorthand which connotes speci c images: the attack by a pair of electrons to form one bond and break another; the accumulation of a metabolite because the activity of an enzyme which uses it is lower. Here the reasoning is logical in style, though it abstracts much of the underlying dynamics and quantitation into a semiquantitative approximation. Many users can reason very succesfully in this manner without ever being aware of the implicit appproximations.
Paradoxically, in order to reason about function one needs both the structure and the constraints on function. Constraints express dynamic or logical properties which arise from the relationships between structure and function. These either abstract properties to simplify the problem under consideration or summarize properties which are currently di cult to infer. The di erence is now that all three { structure, function and constraints { will be used together in inferences, so that representing them symmetrically simpli es computations. We can draw another analogy to verbal languages. If a biological system, such as an enzymatic reaction, is considered a sentence in a verbal language, then the structures are objects or nouns; the functions, processes or verbs; and the constraints, boundary conditions or modi ers.
It might seem the problem of representing and reasoning with function is so abstruse as to hardly be worth the e ort. A simple example shows this is not so. Figure 1 shows a tiny portion of cellular network of Escherichia coli, glycolysis 3 . The diagram has been considerably simpli ed by omitting the enzymes catalyzing the reactions and their encoding genes, the genetic and biochemical controls on pathway activity, and the connections to the rest of the cellular network, which are extensive. Biologists often pose questions relating to the activity of the pathway under particular physiological circumstances and the fate of particular atoms or molecules: 2 To a rst approximation, the di erence is that between transitive and intransitive verbs (\phos-phorylate" or \bind" versus \has" or \is"). The verbs have highly speci c meanings (their semantics is determined by the underlying chemistry) and imply constraints (their pragmatics re ects the enzymology). 3 Sets of reactions like glycolysis are usually termed pathways. The term re ects both the history of their discovery and teleological notions of biochemical \purpose". Here we limit the term to historically de ned pathways. There are obviously a very large number of paths through the cellular network: most do not fall in pathways, and many are physiologically important. Figure 1 : Glycolysis. The arrowed circles show a sample in vivo tracer experiment: C 1 of -D-glucopyranose has been labelled ( lled circle). After splitting the hexose into two trioses, dihydroxyacetone phosphate has no label. The next step isomerizes this compound to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, diluting the concentration of label by one half (grey circles). what is the fate of each atom 4 of glucose; how rapidly will 3-phosphoglycerate be labelled if glucose labelled at C 1 is supplied for thirty seconds; how will this change if pentose phosphate metabolism, a connected pathway, is added. These questions are easy to state, but di cult to answer without simulation of the chemistry and dynamics of the pathway. At present, it is much simpler to perform an in vivo than an in computo experiment, even though many of the underlying data the in computo experiment requires are known 5 . Much of the required reasoning is qualitative and logical, though some is quantitative. This example is a microcosm of the larger problem, and can be repeated many times over for the entire cellular network. We have chosen to address the large problem by focusing on glycolysis and the fate of the atoms in the pathway as a model system.
To trace the fate of each atom through the pathway (which is a simulation of in vivo tracer experiments) we need to know how each compound is changed at each step in the pathway. Each of the compounds drawn is formed by the interaction of an enzyme with at least one compound, usually two, and each step modi es the arrangement of atoms in some way. Figure 2 shows the rst reaction, the phosphorylation of glucose by ATP, in more detail. Clearly one could explicitly indicate which atom is the precursor and product of which other atom. But this obvious course becomes unwieldy when more than a few pathways are considered, and does not capture the biological function of the pathways 6 . To do this amounts to parsing each enzymatic step: breaking it down into its objects, stating the function of each object, and computing the result of the constrained operation of each function on each object. For example, in this phosphorylation we must: recognize which groups in each compound are involved in the reaction (an hydroxyl of -D-glucopyranose and a phosphate of Mg ATP); specify the chemistry in su cient detail to permit computation of the products' structures (nucleophilic attack by the oxygen (O) of the hydroxyl on the phosphorus (P) of the phosphate with consequent bond rearrangement); specify the constraints the enzyme imposes on the chemistry (the C 6 hydroxyl and the -phosphate react, not just any hydroxyl or phosphate); compute the products' structures ( -D-gluco-6-phosphopyranose and Mg ADP). Though this problem is much smaller than computing the physiology of the organism, it has all the essential elements of the larger problem. It divides itself into objects/nouns, processes/verbs and constraints/modi ers, and forces us to devise symmetric representations for each. It presents di erent reasoning styles to capture (from qualitative atom fates to quantitative speci c activity of the products). Finally it o ers experimental data for validating our work.
In Section 3 I describe our approach to representing the nouns using a layered grammar specifying compound structure to varying degrees of resolution. Though we are obliged to represent a great deal of detail, the most important theme of the objects' representation is that we view each molecule as an arrangement of biochemically functional groups. When we come to express the processes, we will in e ect form antigerunds 7 of these nouns, making the representation symmetric. Though there are a variety of machine representations of chemical structures, none lend themselves to representing function, either because they enumerate atoms without any notion of groups, or because groups cannot be readily abbreviated (see 3, 13, 14] for examples). The latter requires extensive practice for humans to specify molecules; hence the sudden excitement over programs which automatically translate chemical structure diagrams to these notations 2]). In the long run these problems are more crippling than the serious problems of underspeci cation of certain types of information, such as isotope or spatial position. We have sought to devise a representational scheme which can be more easily \functionalized" and which is a more natural human interface by building on common chemical knowledge. Our speci cation of the layers 6 Several papers have viewed biochemistry from an essentially structural perspective, and itemized enzymes and reactions 1, 8, 10, 12] . While useful, they do not address the question of expressing function. 7 A noun formed from a verb is a gerund, but the reverse { forming a verb from a noun { does not appear to have been de ned by the grammarians because it is relatively new. These terms are not really verbal nouns, either. We have dubbed these antigerunds until a better term can be found.
is complete, and we are approximately midway through the implementation of the transformational grammar. Our approach owes it inspiration to some earlier work of Searls ' 11] .
Methodology
The problem of representation cannot be simpli ed to an argument over which technology is most appropriate. Nonetheless, some observations may be made. Relational technology is not naturally animative, and inferences beyond set operations are very di cult to program in existing query languages. Though object-oriented technology is more animative, it is more di cult to capture and manipulate inferences in it, and there may be problems dealing with biological systems whose properties are not necessarily linear functions of their composition. This leaves deductive technology, which is extremely exible both in terms of expression and accommodation to change, and is designed for the expression and manipulation of inferences. At the present stage of development, transaction management, graphical user interfaces and the ability to deal with multiple users simultaneously are not concerns, though all will eventually be desirable. More important is the ability to rapidly prototype systems and test them, an advantage deductive and object-oriented systems share. For the present work, we have chosen deductive technology and are experimenting with representations in Prolog and LDL. Using two di erent deductive dialects allows us to explore the relative merits of top-down (Prolog) and bottom-up representational schemes. This paper describes our explorations in Prolog.
A Grammar for Small Metabolites

Overview
In representing small compounds we seek to exploit exploit existing biochemical language and those ideas which are the common currency of all biologists. Because of their chemical training, biologists view compounds by rst matching them with certain reference compounds and then noting the variations from the reference. These variations are described as substituent groups { commonly observed con gurations of atoms which serve as \building blocks" for larger compounds. The names used reect this approach: 2-methyladenine is adenine with a methyl group at position two; 14 C 2 -glucose is glucose labelled with 14 C at carbon two. One needs to know what these compounds and groups are and how they are numbered to interpret the names fully 8 .
This view has some interesting consequences. First, compounds are classi ed into types of increasing speci city. Carbohydrates are molecules containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in the approximate proportions 1:2:1; sugars are carbohydrates containing hydroxyls and four or more carbons; hexoses are six-carbon sugars; pyranoses are cyclic sugars having six members in the ring; etc. These classes overlap somewhat (not all pyranoses are hexoses), and the boundaries among classes are not rigid (trioses are often called sugars). Thus the classi cation permits great exibility in the resolution to which a compound is speci ed, and this is constantly employed to abstract those features essential for a particular problem. It also re ects the tendency of molecules to isomerize 9 and the variations in structure due to stereoisomerism 10 . Glucose comes in two stereoisomers, D and L, depending by convention on the arrangement of groups around carbon ve. It isomerizes from the open-chain form, essentially a linear molecule, to two cyclic isomers, and . All six molecules are glucose; only three, the D stereoisomers, are biochemically signi cant; and one, -Dglucopyranose, is the predominant species under presumed physiological conditions.
We have already touched on the second property in the Introduction. The object names { the compounds and their substituent groups { are the foundation for the process names and encapsulate process semantics. Thus \phosphorylate" is to attach a phosphate or phosphoryl group; to \decarboxylate" is to eliminate a carbon dioxide. This arises because biochemistry is the chemistry of functional groups as viewed by molecules large or small. It is exactly analogous to formation of verbs (antigerunds) from nouns in verbal languages: to construct a hybrid one hybridizes. Thus parts of the natural language are symmetric, and we can exploit this if we imitate the natural language by representing molecules as they are built: by substituent groups.
The compound grammar we have developed exploits building by substituent groups and permits speci cation of compounds to varying degrees of resolution. It consists of three primary layers: a complete enumeration of each atom (including isotope and charge), bonds of several distinct types, and relative spatial position in an adjacency list (the \term form"); a fact specifying the overall con guration of the molecule, which can be more or less speci c as desired (the \con g rule"); and a transformational grammar which interconverts the two. Humans will communicate compounds, specify labelled groups and describe reaction chemistry using the con g rules and abbreviated representations of substituent groups. The term form and its variants are the system's representation of the compounds, and are currently crudely visualized by a display program (Dunford-Shore, unpublished results).
trivial and IUPAC international systematic names as synonyms. 9 Approximately, those rearragements of molecules' spatial con guration which can occur spontaneously. 10 Very brie y, stereoisomers are variants of a compound which arise due to asymmetric distribution of groups around certain atoms (most notably carbon and nitrogen). These variations cannot usually be spontaneously interconverted. Such compounds are often called chiral, meaning handed, and chirality is one of the most important factors determining whether a molecule is biologically important.
Though the grammar can surely be extended to cover all types of chemical compounds, we are limiting it for now to those organic compounds and conditions which are biochemically relevant. This permits certain simpli cations, most notably in the qualitative quantum chemistry we use. To speed our work we have made some assumptions.
Compounds are drawn and atoms are numbered according to biochemical convention. Thus we do not need to recognize alternative renderings of the same compound.
Compounds are drawn at a standard pH, pH 7.0, the average intracellular pH of E. coli. Substituent groups are represented as charged if they are at this pH. Groups whose pK a 's are near 7.0 consist of populations of charged and uncharged forms; the predominant species is represented.
To generate the full speci cation of the term form from the con g rules, we make three chemically reasonable assumptions.
The isotope of each atom is the most abundant isotope unless otherwise speci ed. We assume the valence (the number of chemical bonds an atom can form) of each atom, but specify each bond and its type. Most bonds are represented intensionally 11 , usually in the names of substituent groups. This permits implicit representation of atomic charge, such as in carbonium ions (C + ). For the moment, we assume certain atoms can only form particular classes of bonds. Thus metals and halides form ionic bonds because they are almost invariably charged under physiological conditions; atoms from groups IV -VI form primarily covalent bonds because of their high electronegativities. This still leaves a class of atoms that can form both covalent and hydrogen bonds, notably hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur. Hydrogen can also form ionic bonds if we assume the charged form (a proton, H + ) has not dissociated from the molecule, but this is unlikely. For these atoms we assume the bonds are covalent unless speci ed. This reduces the amount of bond information which must be incorporated in the con g rule but does not eliminate it entirely.
Two examples
To illustrate these ideas we consider two examples in detail. Though space does not permit a complete accounting of the grammar, we can see the essentials of describing compounds and how compounds can be speci ed at di erent levels of resolution.
The basics illustrated with \linear" molecules
We begin with L-alanine, an amino acid (see Figure 3 Thus we have center(car), left(amino), etc. The role of the con g rule is to abstract the structure of the molecule into an abbreviated form, implying position and bond type as much as possible. As substituents are de ned in the grammar, they can be used as parts of increasingly larger groups. In this example the bonds may safely be assumed to be single because of valence and electronegativities. These assumptions are expressed in the transformational grammar. Charging of the amino and carboxyl groups is determined by the pH of the structure, as mentioned.
c o n f i g ( ' L -a l a n i n e ' , [ c e n t e r ( c a r ) , l e f t ( a m i n o ) , r i g h t ( h y d ) , t o p ( c a r b o x y l ) , b o t t o m ( m e t h y l ) ] ) . s t r u c t u r e ( ' L -a l a n i n e ' , [ n ( 1 , 1 4 , + 1 ) -[ c ( 1 , r i g h t )~, h ( 1 , n i l )~, h ( 2 , n i l )~, h ( 3 , n i l )~] , c ( 1 , 1 2 , 0 ) -[ n ( 1 , l e f t )~, h ( 4 , r i g h t )~, c ( 2 , u p )~, c ( 3 , d o w n )~]
The term form, shown in panel (c), enumerates each atom, specifying its charge and isotope, and shows which atoms are connected with what bonds 13 . Thus, This rst example illustrates some important nuances. The rst is the specication of bonds, enumerated in Table 1 . We have steered a middle course between completely qualitative approximations for bond lengths and energies and complete quantitation by distinguishing several di erent types of bonds. Perhaps most noteworthy is specifying which bonds in a group are resonant (equivalent to unusual linear combinations of molecular orbitals). We do so to indicate these bonds are chemically equivalent, and plan to provide average bond length, energy and enthalpy data as 12 Figure 3 shows an abstraction of the molecule. The geometry around the central carbon is tetrahedral, but the paper is planar. To indicate deviations from planarity the bond convention described is employed. Thus the diagram is neither a projection onto the plane nor a three-dimensional rendering of the compound. 13 A side-e ect of the enumeration is that each bond is speci ed twice, since both its atoms must be speci ed. One can easily conceive of alternative arrangements to eliminate this possibly useful redundancy, and we are exploring these. separate facts should these be required. We have decided against enumerating such data for each bond, since these are better computed from crystallographic data for each molecule. We have also provided for hydrogen and ionic bonds. In our L-alanine example, we note that the two oxygens of the carboxyl group are equivalent at this pH since the proton has dissociated: thus these are marked
in the structure. The carboxyl group also provides us with the second nuance: speci cation of charge. Since the two oxygens are equivalent they divide the negative charge (the e ect of retaining the electron of the hydrogen atom which dissociated as a proton).
One might reasonably hesitate to assume each oxygen has a charge of ?0:5, however, since the electronegativity of oxygen is greater than that of carbon. In the absence of other e ects this would tend to produce a dipole moment, with carbon having a slight positive charge and each oxygen having a slight negative charge. Since the two e ects may not be additive, an accurate quantitative guess on the magnitude and distribution of the charges would require quantum mechanical calculations. For now we approximate the situation by noting that both oxygens have partial negative charges, and neglect any putative positive charge on the carbon. While this is certainly not accurate quantum mechanically, we believe it approximates the chemistry of the group quite well. Thus in the term form we can have: Figure 4 : Some varieties of glucose.
The nal nuance is the idea of a standard reference geometry for each molecule. Mostly because the geometry of the sp 3 bonds of carbon is tetrahedral, organic molecules zigzag through space, creating problems for renderings in two-dimensional media. We have already said each molecule is drawn according to chemical convention before representation. This convention includes some implicit axes and reference planes in the rendering. In our L-alanine example, we have an implicit axis (from the amino through the central, or carbon, to the hydrogen) and an implicit plane (the carbon rests in the plane; the amino and hydrogens rise above the plane, while the carboxyl and methyl groups sink below it). Other molecules will employ di erent reference elements in their naming; for example in cyclic molecules the conceptual plane running through the atoms of the ring is taken as a reference. We assign positional functors (in the con g rule) and arguments (in the term form) based on the reference geometry. The net result is a pseudo-three dimensional representation of the relative position of the atoms in the molecule.
Specifying molecules to di erent levels of resolution
As mentioned, molecules are classi ed into groups of increasing resolution, based in large part on the geometrical and stereoisomerism they display (Section 3.1). The varieties of glucose provide a good illustration of the use of con g rules of increasing speci city. Like many sugars, glucose comes in both open-chain and cyclic forms (see The basic building block is a hydroxymethylene (-CHOH-) repeated n times. This indeterminacy in the number of basic building blocks is signalled by polyhydroxy- methylene. The open chain form begins either with an aldehyde (HC=O) or (::) a hydroxylmethyl (H 2 COH) and (&&) a keto group (C=O). Notice we have implicitly used the standard axis which originates with carbon one (drawn at the top of the diagram) and runs through the carbon chain; relative position along this axis is indicated by position in the list. For rings, we signal a cyclic form (ring), and then list the atoms in the ring and their substituents in a clockwise direction. Since one can enter a ring at any point, position in the list serves to place ring atoms relative to their neighbors, but does not by itself assign atom number. The cyclic form (sugar ose) is cyclic because of the hemiacetal linkage (R 0 R 00 HOC-O-C); the rest is simply a polyhydroxymethylene of unknown length (see Figure 5) .
Accounting for stereoisomerism allows us to be more speci c. We've now speci ed that a carbon determines the con guration of the molecule based on the position of the hydroxyl group (to the left if hydroxyl&&hyd, to the right if hyd&&hydroxyl). Substituent groups attached to an atom are named from left to right, as in this example 14 . We cannot explicitly number the carbon, which is the penultimate carbon in the molecule, because we do not know the length of the polyhydroxymethylene). However its order in the list permits us to infer it is the penultimate carbon. Stereoisomerism obviously applies to cyclic molecules as well (see Figure 5 Here we have used the mean plane through the ring atoms as the reference 15 . Since the determining carbon is part of the hemiacetal linkage, we have broken it apart into its constituent groups: the determining carbon, the linking oxygen, and the carbon which completes the ring (anomeric). This latter carbon, called the anomeric carbon because its substituent groups can be in one of two orientations depending on which face of the carbon is used to form the bond, cannot be speci ed until we know whether the sugar is an or isomer: The grammar is considerably richer than this brief description and includes terms specifying the di erent types of linkages one nds within and between groups. Individual sugars can be joined to produce polysacchrides by bonds among di erent atoms; conjugated systems of aromatic rings introduce di erent ways of viewing the constituent phenyl rings; and geometric isomerism, conventionally indicated by considering the position of nonadjacent but nearby groups, can exist in both chains and rings. Clearly as one speci es molecules of increasing complexity, even the con g rules become longer. Once speci ed, however, a very complex group such as adenine can be used as a building block for still larger molecules. The transformational grammar's job is to expand the abbreviations into terminals and appropriately join them to make molecules.
Prospects
Let us return to Figure 2 for a moment. We can now recognize each molecule's functional groups: the hydroxyl of C 6 of glucose, the phosphate of Mg ATP. In this case the remainder of each compound is important only in terms of enzymatic speci city, but in other reactions the chemistry is spread over two or more functional groups in each compound. There are many choices in forming the antigerunds which will be discussed elsewhere 6], and some considerations in expressing reasoning have been described 7]. But we can now begin to see an outline of how the functional information of reaction 1 could be encoded.
react(1,from('Mg_ATP',phosphoryl), to(beta_D_glucopyranose,hydroxyl),transfer), constraint(1,group('Mg_ATP',gamma)), constraint(1,group(beta_D_glucopyranose,car(6))), mechanism(1,nucleophilic_attack).
The rst fact describes the reaction from the point of view of the Enzyme Commission of the International Union of Biochemistry, which classi es reactions based rst on the results of the reaction for the compounds (for example, whether a compound is oxidized or isomerized); second, on the nature of the donor and acceptor groups; and subliminally, on the type of chemistry involved 5]. The second two facts indicate which speci c groups are involved, and state the speci city of the enzyme. The last abstracts the movement of electrons (and therefore the breaking and forming of bonds), and expresses some knowledge of the reaction's mechanism. Each fact relies on the compound grammar to recognize the speci ed groups. Encoding functional information becomes the task of writing rules which can carry out the chemistry on the compounds' representations. These rules could be written very speci cally (always break the bond between the and phosphate groups) or more generally (oxygen is the attacking atom in the hydroxyl because oxygen is more nucleophilic than hydrogen). In either example, the rule assumes the compound grammar can recognize the salient moieties (there are three phosphates and six oxygens available) and the inference engine can draw and carry out the necessary conclusions. Once we can carry out one reaction by computing the structures of the products, we can extend the process to any number of reactions by encoding their underlying chemistry. Just as molecules are built from groups, so chemical reactions are built from fundamental steps; so it is simpler to specify the fundamental parts. Even though chemistry is spatial and highly pictorial, it remains primarily verbal: there are innumberable exemplars of every part, but the fundamental rules are much fewer and work on all the exemplars. Hence solving the problem carefully for the fundamental rules will produce the general solution for the entire pathway, and by extension the rest of the network for this trace-the-atoms query and those which require this type of reasoning.
Despite the advantage of tractability, model systems sometimes seem removed from \the real problem" { in our case computational models of cellular physiology. Biochemistry can seem, and to some extent is, a more microscopic view of cellular processes than physiology; though the latter operates by means of the former, it has its own mechanisms which arise from the properties of large ensembles of molecules and reactions. Our example of glycolysis stands at the border between biochemistry and physiology, and we can pan up to include other pathways or zoom down to reaction intermediates as we desire. As we include larger-scale questions we will undoubtedly require additional types of information and need to express di erent kinds of mechanisms and reasoning. Our linguistic analogies are handy at this level because the biochemistry is so well understood; in other areas they may fail us because humans have inadequately expressed the natural world for lack of understanding. However we believe that experimenting with representations for well-described, delimited phenomena is critical in forming a basis of experience to go forward into the less articulated areas of human knowledge.
